President Ghani Sacks Key MoI Generals

KABUL - Afghanistan’s national cricket team will warm up for World Cup 2019 with practice matches against former champions Pakistan and England in Bristol and The Oval in May. According to the list of warm-up fixture announced by the International Cricket Council (ICC) on Thursday, Afghanistan will take on Pakistan at the Bristol County Ground on May 24 and will then travel to London on May 27.

All 10 competing nations will play two warm-up fixtures ahead of the tournament, which will take place at four venues across England and Wales. The fixtures will be held over five days between May 28-32, and will be hosted at four of the official CW19 Tournament Venues at the Bristol County Ground, Cardiff Wales Stadium, Hampstead Bowl and The Oval.

There are a number of high-profile clashes, including England v Australia, Pakistan v Afghanistan and Bangladesh v India. As per previous ICC tournaments, warm-up fixtures will be 30 overs per side, but will not carry official ODI status, as teams can call on all members of their 15-man squad during the match. “It is always a huge milestone announcing an exciting warm-up schedule for the ICC’s Men’s Cricket World Cup as it really highlights just how close we are to the action getting underway this summer,” said Steve Elworthy Managing Director of World Cup 2019.

“There are a number of high-profile clashes, including England v Australia, Pakistan v Afghanistan and Bangladesh v India. As per previous ICC tournaments, warm-up fixtures will be 30 overs per side, but will not carry official ODI status, as teams can call on all members of their 15-man squad during the match.”

According to the sources, the officials include Gen. Janan Barakzai, First Deputy Minister of Interior; Gen. Aikoorrahma, Deputy Minister of Interior for Security and Gen. Najib Aman, head of counterterrorism department of the ministry. Gen. Janan Barakzai was appointed as First Deputy Minister of Interior in May 2017.

Outlook Horoscope

Cancer (June 21-July 20)~

It is time to burn your imagination and make it grow. Follow your mind without any hesitation. Give yourself a special edge when it comes to making decisions on everything that concerns money, so make the most of it while you can. Connect with the people you love tonight.

Taurus (Apr.21-May 20)~

You have been thinking about attending a seminar of some kind, Taurus, perhaps business related? You and a partner might get along. This is a good time to do this, as your thinking is particularly clear and retentive and you find it easier than usual to concentrate. Discussions with your partner afterward could be productive.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)~

If you’re working hard at attaining optimal health, Gemini if so, you may find that your efforts are finally bearing fruit. You should feel especially well and strong, though maybe a little lightheaded. You will want to increase your exercise and you have the discipline to do so. Make the most of this drive while you can. Push yourself as hard as you can without choking yourself.

Libra (Sep.23-Oct.22)~

If you have been spending money or partying, you are going to feel the pinch of it now, Libra. If you’ve been having a good time, get ready to get serious. You may find it difficult to get your money under control, so you’re less likely to be distracted or make mistakes. Take care of all first thing in the morning and then you can forget about it.

Capricorn (Dec.21-Jan19)~

You have been spending some money, and that’s a good thing to do. Money that you’ve been putting off, Libra, can be a good way to get it out of the way once and for all. Your mind is especially sharp and your concentration strong, so you’re less likely to be distracted or make mistakes. Take care of all first thing in the morning and then you can forget about it.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb.18)~

In case you’re surrounded by a lot of people today, you can look forward to a very busy day. Your mind is usually sharp, but today it’s especially acute, as is your concentration. Therefore, it is a great day to read or work on an art project. Set aside some time alone for contemplation. It may help you to go a very deep level.

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)~

You are eager to communicate with others, Pisces, and your mind is especially sharp and retentive. Your intuition is usually high, but today it’s especially acute, as is your concentration. Therefore, it is a great day to read or work on an art project. Set aside some time alone for contemplation. It may help you to go a very deep level.

Outlook Horoscope

4 Policemen, 6 Taliban Kidnapped in Badghis Clash

Jalalabad Bomb Blast Leaves Woman Among 2 Injured

KABUL - Sources confirmed to ToloNews that President Ashraf Ghani has sacked three generals from Ministry of Interior Affairs (MoI) but according to the sources, the motive to the decisions is unknown so far.

According to the sources, the officials include Gen. Janan Barakzai, First Deputy Minister of Interior; Gen. Aikoorrahma, Deputy Minister of Interior for Security and Gen. Najib Aman, head of counterterrorism department of the ministry.

KABUL - Sources confirmed to ToloNews that President Ashraf Ghani has sacked three generals from Ministry of Interior Affairs (MoI) but according to the sources, the motive to the decisions is unknown so far.

According to the sources, the officials include Gen. Janan Barakzai, First Deputy Minister of Interior; Gen. Aikoorrahma, Deputy Minister of Interior for Security and Gen. Najib Aman, head of counterterrorism department of the ministry.

Pakistan v Afghanistan and Bangladesh clashes, including England v Australia, there are a number of high-profile matches against former champions Pakistan and England in Bristol and The Oval in May. According to the list of warm-up fixtures announced by the International Cricket Council (ICC) on Thursday, Afghanistan will take on Pakistan at the Bristol County Ground on May 24 and will then travel to London on May 27.

All 10 competing nations will play two warm-up fixtures ahead of the tournament, which will take place at four venues across England and Wales. The fixtures will be held over five days between May 28-32, and will be hosted at four of the official CW19 Tournament Venues at the Bristol County Ground, Cardiff Wales Stadium, Hampstead Bowl and The Oval.

There are a number of high-profile clashes, including England v Australia, Pakistan v Afghanistan and Bangladesh v India. As per previous ICC tournaments, warm-up fixtures will be 30 overs per side, but will not carry official ODI status, as teams can call on all members of their 15-man squad during the match. “It is always a huge milestone announcing an exciting warm-up schedule for the ICC’s Men’s Cricket World Cup as it really highlights just how close we are to the action getting underway this summer,” said Steve Elworthy Managing Director of World Cup 2019.

“It is always a huge milestone announcing an exciting warm-up schedule for the ICC’s Men’s Cricket World Cup as it really highlights just how close we are to the action getting underway this summer.”